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Plantation
Dorothea Benton Frank novels are filled with smart and witty fiction that every reader wants on their bookshelf: soulful,
edgy stories about realistic characters familiar to us all that explore the most deeply felt moments of life with wry humor
and heart. All Summer Long follows one charming New York couple – prominent interior designer Olivia Ritchie and her
husband Nicholas Seymour, an English professor and true southern gentleman. They are seemingly polar opposites, yet
magnetically drawn together and in love for more than fourteen years. As they prepare to relocate to Charleston, S.C.,
Olivia, the ultimate New Yorker, has reservations about the promise she made to retire in the Lowcountry, where Nick wants
to return home and lead a more peaceful life. They are moving north to south, fast pace versus slow pace and downsizing.
Nick is ecstatic. Olivia is not. She can’t let Nick know that their finances are not what he thought. Her client list is
evaporating, their monetary reserves are dwindling and maybe that house she picked out on Sullivans Island needs too
much work. Thank God, for her assistant, Roni Larini, her right (and sometimes left) hand. As they find themselves
pondering the next step of their lives, Olivia and Nick travel with her billionaire clients and their friends and are swept up
into the world of the ultra-rich and explore the globe with a cast of zany eccentrics over one tumultuous, hot summer. All as
Olivia grapples with what lies ahead for her and Nick. This is a story of how plans evolve and lives change in unexpected
ways, how even those who have everything are still looking for something more. Even the most successful people can often
struggle to keep things together. All Summer Long asks the ultimate question: can money buy happiness? From Sullivans
Island to Necker Island to Nantucket to the beaches of Southern Spain, we’ll come to recognize the many faces of true love,
love that deepens and endures but only because one woman makes a tremendous leap of faith. And that leap changes
everything.

Beach House Memories
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Her despicable husband left her for a lingerie model who's barely more than a teenager, and her kids are busy with their
own lives. But before Miriam Elizabeth Swanson can work herself up into a true snit about it all, her newest tenant, Liz,
arrives from Birmingham with plenty of troubles of her own. Then Miriam meets a man named Harrison, who makes her
laugh, makes her cry, and makes her feel like a brand-new woman. It's almost too much for one Manhattan quasi-socialite
to handle—so Miriam's escaping to the enchanted and mysterious land of Sullivans Island, deep in the low country of South
Carolina, a place where she can finally get her head on straight—and perhaps figure out that pride is not what's going to
keep her warm at night . . .

The Sunday Wife
"If I could only read one writer from now until the end of my life, it would be Dorothea Benton Frank." --Elin Hilderbrand, the
New York Times bestselling author Immerse yourself in the enchanting world of New York Times bestselling author Dorothea
Benton Frank's Carolina Lowcountry in this evocative tale that returns at long last to her beloved Sullivans Island.
Beekeeper Holly McNee Jensen quietly lives in a world of her own on Sullivans Island, tending her hives and working at the
local island library. Holly calls her mother The Queen Bee because she's a demanding hulk of a woman. Her mother, a
devoted hypochondriac, might be unaware that she's quite ill but that doesn't stop her from tormenting Holly. To escape
the drama, Holly's sister Leslie married and moved away, wanting little to do with island life. Holly's escape is to submerge
herself in the lives of the two young boys next door and their widowed father, Archie. Her world is upended when the more
flamboyant Leslie returns and both sisters, polar opposites, fixate on what's happening in their neighbor's home. Is Archie
really in love with that awful ice queen of a woman? If Archie marries her, what will become of his little boys? Restless Leslie
is desperate for validation after her imploded marriage, squandering her favors on any and all takers. Their mother ups her
game in an uproarious and theatrical downward spiral. Scandalized Holly is talking to her honey bees a mile a minute, as
though they'll give her a solution to all the chaos. Maybe they will. Queen Bee is a classic Lowcountry Tale--warm, wise and
hilarious, it roars with humanity and a dropperful of whodunit added for good measure by an unseen hand. In her twentieth
novel, Dorothea Benton Frank brings us back to her beloved island with an unforgettable story where the Lowcountry magic
of the natural world collides with the beat of the human heart.

Rich in Love
Caroline Wimbley Levine returns to her childhood home of Tall Pines Plantation in South Carolina to help her brother deal
with their eccentric and determined mother, Miss Lavinia, in a story of family bonds, secrets, betrayal, and understanding.
Original.
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Sullivan's Island
With its sandy beaches and bohemian charms, most consider Folly Beach to be one of South Carolina's most historic and
romantic spots. It is also the land of Cate Cooper's childhood, the place where all the ghosts of her past roam freely. Cate
never thought she'd wind up in a tiny cottage named the Porgy House on this breathtakingly lovely strip of coast. But
circumstances have changed, thanks to her newly dead husband, who has left Cate homeless, broke and unmoored. Yet
Folly Beach holds more than just memories. Once upon a time another woman found unexpected bliss and comfort within
its welcoming arms. An artist, writer and colleague of the revered George Gershwin, Dorothy Heyward enjoyed the greatest
moments of her life at Folly with her beloved husband, DuBose. And for Cate, Folly Beach also holds the promise of the
woman she's always wanted - and is finally ready - to become.

Isle of Palms
Hoping to sell some of her watercolors, Becca Sims wanders into the seaside Gallery Valentine, never expecting that her life
will be transformed by the gallery owner and his best friend, in a novel set in small-town South Carolina. Reprint.

Girl in the Mirror
**A New Atlantic INDIE BESTSELLER!** The beloved bestselling author of The Hurricane Sisters and Porch Lights, Dorothea
Benton Frank, and her daughter, Victoria Benton Frank, join forces to bring young readers a powerful (and scrumptious)
story about a standout kid who learns to stick up for himself and the things he loves. Teddy really, really, REALLY loves
spaghetti. What he doesn’t love is getting teased at school. When Teddy takes his favorite food to lunch, a bully calls him a
not-so-nice name: TED-DY SPA-GHET-TI! Will Teddy let his new nickname prevent him from enjoying what he loves most?
Find out in Dorothea Benton Frank’s first-ever children's book. It's certain to encourage kids to be themselves and to take a
bite (or slurp) out of life! Perfect for anti-bullying and self-confidence discussions with children.

Thirty Years A Slave
The compelling, poignant true stories of victims of a notorious adoption scandal--some of whom learned the truth from Lisa
Wingate's bestselling novel Before We Were Yours and were reunited with birth family members as a result of its wide reach
From the 1920s to 1950, Georgia Tann ran a black-market baby business at the Tennessee Children's Home Society in
Memphis. She offered up more than 5,000 orphans tailored to the wish lists of eager parents--hiding the fact that many
weren't orphans at all, but stolen sons and daughters of poor families, desperate single mothers, and women told in
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maternity wards that their babies had died. The publication of Lisa Wingate's novel Before We Were Yours brought new
awareness of Tann's lucrative career in child trafficking. Adoptees who knew little about their pasts gained insight into the
startling facts behind their family histories. Encouraged by their contact with Wingate and award-winning journalist Judy
Christie, who documented the stories of fifteen adoptees in this book, many determined Tann survivors set out to trace
their roots and find their birth families. Before and After includes moving and sometimes shocking accounts of the ways in
which adoptees were separated from their first families. Often raised as only children, many have joyfully reunited with
siblings in the final decades of their lives. Christie and Wingate tell of first meetings that are all the sweeter and more
intense for time missed and of families from very different social backgrounds reaching out to embrace better-late-thannever brothers, sisters, and cousins. In a poignant culmination of art meeting life, many of the long-silent victims of the
tragically corrupt system return to Memphis with the authors to reclaim their stories at a Tennessee Children's Home
Society reunion . . . with extraordinary results. Advance praise for Before and After "In Before and After, authors Judy
Christie and Lisa Wingate tackle the true stories behind Wingate's blockbuster Before We Were Yours, of the orphans who
survived the Tennessee Children's Home Society. With a journalist's keen eye and a novelist's elegant prose, Christie and
Wingate weave together the stories that inspired Before We Were Yours with the lives that were changed as a result of
reading the novel. Readers will be educated, enlightened, and enraptured by this important and flawlessly executed
book."--Pam Jenoff, author of The Orphan's Tale and The Lost Girls of Paris

The Christmas Pearl
The first novel by the author of acclaimed national bestseller The Sunday Wife, now reissued in paperback. In a small
Alabama town in Zion County, life is finally looking up for 20-year-old Donnette Sullivan. Having just inherited her aunt's old
house and beauty shop, she's taken over the business. Her husband, Tim, recently crippled in an accident, is beginning to
cope not only with his disability but also with the loss of his dreams. Once a promising artist who gave up art for sports, Tim
paints a sign for Donnette's new shop, Making Waves, that causes ripples throughout the small southern community. In a
sequence of events--sometimes funny, sometimes tragic--the lives of Donnette, Tim, and others in their small circle of
family and friends are unavoidably affected. Once the waves of change surge through Zion County, the lives of its people
are forever altered.

Nowhere Else on Earth
Welcome to The Love Season—a riveting story that takes place in one day and spans decades; a story that embraces the
charming, pristine island of Nantucket, as well as Manhattan, Paris and Morocco. Elin Hilderbrand's most ambitious novel to
date chronicles the famous couplings of real lives: love and friendship, food and wine, deception and betrayal—and
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forgiveness and healing. Marguerite Beale, former chef of culinary hot spot Les Parapluies, has been out of the public eye
for over a decade. This all changes with a phone call from Marguerite's goddaughter, Renata Knox. Marguerite has not seen
Renata since the death of Renata's mother, Candace Harris Knox, fourteen years earlier. And now that Renata is on
Nantucket visiting the family of her new fiancé, she takes the opportunity, against her father's wishes, to contact
Marguerite in hopes of learning the story of her mother's life—and death. But the events of the day spiral hopelessly out of
control for both women, and nothing ends up as planned.

Queen Bee
"Things get more twisted at every turn, with enough lies and betrayals to fuel a whole season of soap operasreaders will be
hooked."—Publishers Weekly on Elin Hilderbrand's Summer People Every summer the Newton family retreats to their
beloved home on Nantucket for three months of sunshine, cookouts, and bonfires on the beach. But this summer will not be
like any other. When Arch Newton, a prominent New York attorney, dies in a plane crash on his way home from a business
trip, his beautiful widow, Beth, can barely keep things together. Above all, though, she decides that she must continue the
family tradition of going to Nantucket, and at the same time fulfill a promise that Arch made before he died. Beth invites
Marcus, the son of Arch's final and most challenging client, to spend the summer with her and her teenage twins, Winnie
and Garrett, who have mixed reactions to sharing their special summer place with this stranger. Always a place of peace
before, Nantucket becomes the scene of roiling emotions and turbulent passions as Marcus, Winnie, and Garrett learn about
loss, first love, and betrayal. And when they stumble upon a shocking secret from Beth's past, they must keep it from
destroying the family they've been trying so hard to heal.

Teddy Spaghetti
A North Carolina town struggles to preserve its sanity in 1864 as the Civil War approaches to shatter the peace, while
sixteen-year-old Rhoda Strong falls in love with outlaw Henry Berry Lowrie.

A Hologram for the King
After ten years of cleaning up the dirt on Atlanta's streets, Callahan Garrity is trading in her badge for a broom and a staff of
house cleaners. But, though the uniform is a little different, Callahan soon finds herself right back in the middle of a mystery
when a client's pretty, pious nineteen-year-old nanny is gone along with the jewelry, silver, and a few rather sensitive real
estate documents. Before she knows it, the meticulous Callahan is up to her elbows in a case involving illicit love triangles,
crooked business deals, long-distance scams, and a dead body. Now she has to roll up her sleeves and start some industrial
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strength sleuthing to solve -- and survive -- this mess.

Necessary Lies
Whether you were away from the Lowcountry for a week or for years, it was impossible to remember how gorgeous it was.
It never changed and everyone depended on that. Newly graduated from college, aspiring writer Beth Hayes craves
independence and has a world to conquer. But notions of travel, graduate study, and writing the great American novel will
have to be postponed. Beth is elected by the elders to house-sit the Island Gamble. Surrounded by the shimmering blue
waters of the Atlantic, the white clapboards, silver tin roof, and confessional porch have seen and heard the stories of
generations of Hamiltons. But will the ghosts of the Island Gamble be watching over Beth? If everything happens for a
reason, then Beth returns to Sullivans Island to learn that betrayal and tragedy are most easily handled when you surround
yourself with loyal family and friends in a magical place that loves you so much it wants to claim you as its own.

The Last Original Wife
Kate Vaughan is no stranger to tough choices. She's made them before. Now it's time to do it again. Kate has a secret,
something tucked away in her past. And she's getting on with her life. Her business is thriving. She has a strong relationship
with her family, and a devoted boyfriend whom she wants to love with all her heart. If Kate had ever made a list, Rowan
would fill the imagined boxes of a perfect mate. But she wants more than the perfect on paper relationship; she wants a
real and imperfect love. That's why, when Kate discovers the small velvet box hidden in Rowan's drawer, she panics. It
always happens this way. Just when Kate thinks she can love, just when she believes she can conquer the fear, she's filled
with dread. And she wants more than anything to make this feeling go away. But how? When the mistakes have been made
and the running is over, it's time to face the truth. Kate knows this. She understands that a woman can never undo what
can never be undone. Yet, for the first time in her life she also knows that she won't fully love until she confronts those from
her past. It's time to act. Can she do it? Can she travel to the place where it all began, to the one who shares her secret?
Can the lost ever become found? And Then I Found You gives new life to the phrase "inspired by a true story." By travelling
back to a painful time in her own family's history, author Patti Callahan Henry explores the limits of courage, and the price
of a selfless act.

Pawleys Island
A tale set in the 1970s American South shares the story of Lovie Rutledge, who reflects on a summer during which a beach
vacation to escape her unfaithful, disdainful husband culminates in a fateful romance with a handsome biologist.
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All Summer Long
The New York Times bestselling author of the Tradd Street novels returns to the South Carolina Lowcountry with a gripping
tale of two sisters haunted by one tragic night On the night their mother drowns, sisters Marnie and Diana Maitland discover
there is more than one kind of death. There is the death of innocence, of love, and of hope. Each sister harbors a secret
about that night-secrets that will erode their lives as they grow into adulthood. After ten years of silence between the
sisters, Marnie is called back to the South Carolina Lowcountry by Diana's ex-husband, Quinn. His young son has returned
from a sailing trip with his emotionally unstable mother, and he is refusing to speak. In order to help the traumatized boy,
Marnie must reopen old wounds and bring the darkest memories of their past to the surface. And she must confront Diana,
before they all go under.

By Invitation Only
Bestselling author Diane Chamberlain delivers a breakout book about a small southern town fifty years ago, and the
darkest—and most hopeful—places in the human heart After losing her parents, fifteen-year-old Ivy Hart is left to care for
her grandmother, older sister and nephew as tenants on a small tobacco farm. As she struggles with her grandmother's
aging, her sister's mental illness and her own epilepsy, she realizes they might need more than she can give. When Jane
Forrester takes a position as Grace County's newest social worker, she doesn't realize just how much her help is needed.
She quickly becomes emotionally invested in her clients' lives, causing tension with her boss and her new husband. But as
Jane is drawn in by the Hart women, she begins to discover the secrets of the small farm—secrets much darker than she
would have guessed. Soon, she must decide whether to take drastic action to help them, or risk losing the battle against
everything she believes is wrong. Set in rural Grace County, North Carolina in a time of state-mandated sterilizations and
racial tension, Necessary Lies tells the story of these two young women, seemingly worlds apart, but both haunted by
tragedy. Jane and Ivy are thrown together and must ask themselves: how can you know what you believe is right, when
everyone is telling you it's wrong?

The Long Road Home
The perennial New York Times bestselling author returns with an emotionally resonant novel that illuminates the power of
friendship in women’s lives, and is filled with her trademark wit, poignant and timely themes, sassy, flesh-and-blood
characters, and the steamy Southern atmosphere and beauty of her beloved Carolina Lowcountry. Few writers capture the
complexities, pain, and joy of relationships—between friends, family members, husbands and wives, or lovers—as beloved
New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank. In this charming, evocative, soul-touching novel, she once again
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takes us deep into the heart of the magical Lowcountry where three amazing middle-aged women are bonded by another
amazing woman’s death. Through their shared loss they forge a deep friendship, asking critical questions. Who was their
friend and what did her life mean? Are they living the lives they imagined for themselves? Will they ever be able to afford to
retire? How will they maximize their happiness? Security? Health? And ultimately, their own legacies? A plan is conceived
and unfurls with each turn of the tide during one sweltering summer on the Isle of Palms. Without ever fully realizing how
close they were to the edge, they finally triumph amid laughter and maybe even newfound love.

The Summer Girls
Revisit an emotional and captivating tale from New York Times bestselling author Mary Alice Monroe. Charlotte Godowski
was used to the horrified stares she received from strangers. She’d learned to accept her facial deformity, until one cruel
incident compelled her to have the surgery that changed her life forever. Charlotte Godfrey is beautiful beyond compare. In
Hollywood, where such beauty is power, her rise is meteoric. Suddenly she has everything she could want: acceptance, a
future and a love she believes can see to the true beauty within. Charlotte Godowski and Charlotte Godfrey are two sides of
the same women—a woman who can trust no one with her secret. But when fate forces Charlotte to deal with the
truth—about her past, about the man she loves, about herself—she discovers that only love has the power to transform a
scarred soul. Originally published in 1998

And Then I Found You
“If I could only read one writer from now until the end of my life, it would be Dorothea Benton Frank.” --Elin Hilderbrand,
New York Times bestselling author of The Identicals The Lowcountry of South Carolina is where By Invitation Only begins at
a barbecue engagement party thrown by Diane English Stiftel, her brother Floyd, and her parents to celebrate her son’s
engagement. On this gorgeous, magical night, the bride’s father, Alejandro Cambria, a wealthy power broker whose
unbelievably successful career in private equity made him one of Chicago’s celebrated elite, discovers the limits and
possibilities of cell phone range. While the mother of the bride, Susan Kennedy Cambria, who dabbles in the world of public
relations and believes herself deserving of every square inch of her multimillion-dollar penthouse and imaginary carrara
marble pedestal, learns about moonshine and dangerous liaisons. Soon By Invitation Only zooms to Chicago, where the
unraveling accelerates. Nearly a thousand miles away from her comfortable, familiar world, Diane is the antithesis of the
bright lights and super-sophisticated guests attending her son Fred’s second engagement party. Why a second party?
Maybe it had been assumed that the first one wouldn’t be up to snuff? Fred is marrying Shelby Cambria, also an only child.
The Cambrias’ dearest wish is for their daughter to be happy. If Shelby wants to marry Frederick, aka Fred, they will not
stand in her way—although Susan does hope her friends won’t think her daughter is marrying more than a few degrees
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beneath her socially. At the same time, Diane worries that her son will be lost to her forever. By Invitation Only is a tale of
two families, one struggling to do well, one well to do, and one young couple—the privileged daughter of Chicago’s crème
de la crème and the son of hard -working Southern peach farmers. Dorothea Benton Frank offers a funny, sharp, and deeply
empathetic novel of two very different worlds—of limousines and pickup trucks, caviars and pigs, skyscrapers and ocean
spray—filled with a delightful cast of characters who all have something to hide and a lot to learn. A difference in legal
opinions, a headlong dive from grace, and an abrupt twist will reveal the truth of who they are and demonstrate, when it
truly counts, what kind of grit they have. Are they living the life they want, what regrets do they hold, and how would they
remake their lives if they were given the invitation to do so? By Invitation Only is classic Dorothea Benton Frank—a
mesmerizing Lowcountry Tale that roars with spirit, humor, and truth, and forces us to reconsider our notions of what it
means to be a Have or a Have Not.

The Hurricane Sisters
A National Book Award Finalist, a New York Times bestseller and one of the most highly-acclaimed books of the year, A
Hologram for the King is a sprawling novel about the decline of American industry from one of the most important, sociallyaware novelists of our time. In a rising Saudi Arabian city, far from weary, recession-scarred America, a struggling
businessman named Alan Clay pursues a last-ditch attempt to stave off foreclosure, pay his daughter's college tuition, and
finally do something great. In A Hologram for the King, Dave Eggers takes us around the world to show how one man fights
to hold himself and his splintering family together in the face of the global economy's gale-force winds. This taut, richly
layered, and elegiac novel is a powerful evocation of our contemporary moment--and a moving story of how we got here.

Folly Beach
The Russo family traditions are about to be shattered could it be the best thing that ever happened to them? Hilton Head is
supposed to be heavenly - but for Big Al and Connie Russo, the move from New Jersey to this southern Californian paradise,
close to their daughter's home, has been fraught with just a few complications. Especially for their daughter, Grace, who at
thirty-two is, horror of horrors, still unmarried. No wonder her family drives her crazy. Over the years, Grace has become a
bit ambivalent about her family's traditions. So the stage is set for a major showdown that just might change Grace's
outlook on life, family, and the New South.

Shem Creek
"As far as ten-year-old Miller McClellan is concerned, it's the worst Christmas ever. His father's shrimp boat is docked, his
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mother is working two jobs, and with finances strained, Miller is told they can't afford the dog he desperately wants. 'Your
brother's return from war is our family's gift,' his parents tell him. But when Taylor returns with PTSD, family strains darken
the holidays. Then Taylor's service dog arrives--a large black Labrador/Great Dane named Thor"

Summer People
Reproduction of the original: Thirty Years A Slave by Louis Hughes

Porch Lights
Rediscover this moving tale of second chances and self-reinvention by New York Times bestselling author Mary Alice
Monroe. Her husband’s suicide left Nora MacKenzie alone, and his shady Wall Street dealings left the Manhattan socialite
penniless. By a miracle she’s held on to their mountainside farm—and she’ll keep holding on, no matter what. The property
is Nora’s one chance to wring some dignity out of the sham she’s been living. The Vermont locals think she’s a city girl on a
nature kick, but she’s not afraid to get her hands dirty. Nora’s serious about learning the farming business…if she can figure
out where to begin. Against the locals’ skepticism, she has only one ally: Charles "C.W." Walker. C.W. is hardworking, gentle
with the animals and a patient teacher of the hundreds of chores Nora needs to learn. Slowly she starts to believe she’ll
survive in her new life, even flourish. She might even be willing to open her heart again. But she won’t return to a life of
lies…and the truth about C.W. may be more than Nora’s fragile heart can bear. Originally published in 2010

Every Crooked Nanny
Experience the sultry Southern atmosphere of Atlanta and the magic of the Carolina Lowcountry in this funny and poignant
tale of one audacious woman’s quest to find the love she deserves, from New York Times bestselling author Dorothea
Benton Frank. Leslie Anne Greene Carter is The Last Original Wife among her husband Wesley’s wildly successful Atlanta
social set. His cronies have all traded in the mothers of their children they promised to love and cherish—’til death did them
part—for tanned and toned young Barbie brides. If losing the social life and close friends she adored wasn’t painful enough,
a series of setbacks shake Les’s world and push her to the edge. She’s had enough of playing the good wife to a husband
who thinks he’s doing her a favor by keeping her around. She’s not going to waste another minute on people she doesn’t
care to know. Now, she’s going to take some time for herself—in the familiar comforts and stunning beauty of Charleston,
her beloved hometown. In her brother’s stately historic home, she’s going to reclaim the carefree girl who spent lazy
summers sharing steamy kisses with her first love on Sullivans Island. Along Charleston’s live oak- and palmetto-lined
cobblestone streets, under the Lowcountry’s dazzling blue sky, Les will indulge herself with icy cocktails, warm laughter,
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divine temptation and bittersweet memories. Daring to listen to her inner voice, she will realize what she wants . . . and find
the life of which she’s always dreamed. Told in the alternating voices of Les and Wes, The Last Original Wife is classic
Dorothea Benton Frank: an intoxicating tale of family, friendship, self-discovery, and love, that is as salty as a Lowcountry
breeze and as invigorating as a dip in Carolina waters on a sizzling summer day.

Dreams of Sleep
New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank returns to her magical Lowcountry of South Carolina in this
bewitching story of marriage, love, family, and friendship that is infused with her warm and engaging earthy humor and
generous heart. One enchanted summer, two couples begin a friendship that will last more than twenty years and
transform their lives. A chance meeting on the Isle of Palms, one of Charleston’s most stunning barrier islands, brings
former sweethearts, Adam Stanley and Eve Landers together again. Their respective spouses, Eliza and Carl, fight sparks of
jealousy flaring from their imagined rekindling of old flames. As Adam and Eve get caught up on their lives, their partners
strike up a deep friendship—and flirt with an unexpected attraction—of their own. Year after year, Adam, Eliza, Eve, and
Carl eagerly await their reunion at Wild Dunes, a condominium complex at the island’s tip end, where they grow closer with
each passing day, building a friendship that will withstand financial catastrophe, family tragedy, and devastating
heartbreak. The devotion and love they share will help them weather the vagaries of time and enrich their lives as
circumstances change, their children grow up and leave home, and their twilight years approach. Bursting with the
intoxicating richness of Dorothea Benton Frank’s beloved Lowcountry—the sultry sunshine, cool ocean breezes, icy
cocktails, and starry velvet skies—Same Beach, Next Year is a dazzling celebration of the infrangible power of friendship,
the enduring promise of summer, and the indelible bonds of love.

Before and After
Hurricane season begins early and rumbles all summer long, well into September. Often people's lives reflect the weather
and The Hurricane Sisters is just such a story. Once again New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank takes
us deep into the heart of her magical South Carolina Lowcountry on a tumultuous journey filled with longings,
disappointments, and, finally, a road toward happiness that is hard earned. There we meet three generations of women
buried in secrets. The determined matriarch, Maisie Pringle, at eighty, is a force to be reckoned with because she will have
the final word on everything, especially when she's dead wrong. Her daughter, Liz, is caught up in the classic maelstrom of
being middle-age and in an emotionally demanding career that will eventually open all their eyes to a terrible truth. And
Liz's beautiful twenty-something daughter, Ashley, whose dreamy ambitions of her unlikely future keeps them all at odds.
Luckily for Ashley, her wonderful older brother, Ivy, is her fierce champion but he can only do so much from San Francisco
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where he resides with his partner. And Mary Beth, her dearest friend, tries to have her back but even she can't talk
headstrong Ashley out of a relationship with an ambitious politician who seems slightly too old for her. Actually, Ashley and
Mary Beth have yet to launch themselves into solvency. Their prospects seem bleak. So while they wait for the world to
discover them and deliver them from a ramen-based existence, they placate themselves with a hare-brained scheme to
make money but one that threatens to land them in huge trouble with the authorities. So where is Clayton, Liz's husband?
He seems more distracted than usual. Ashley desperately needs her father's love and attention but what kind of a parent
can he be to Ashley with one foot in Manhattan and the other one planted in indiscretion? And Liz, who's an expert in the
field of troubled domestic life, refuses to acknowledge Ashley's precarious situation. Who's in charge of this family? The
wake-up call is about to arrive. The Lowcountry has endured its share of war and bloodshed like the rest of the South, but
this storm season we watch Maisie, Liz, Ashley, and Mary Beth deal with challenges that demand they face the truth about
themselves. After a terrible confrontation they are forced to rise to forgiveness, but can they establish a new order for the
future of them all? Frank, with her hallmark scintillating wit and crisp insight, captures how a complex family of disparate
characters and their close friends can overcome anything through the power of love and reconciliation. This is the often
hilarious, sometimes sobering, but always entertaining story of how these unforgettable women became The Hurricane
Sisters.

A Lowcountry Christmas
A Christmas treat from the bestselling author of The Hurricane Sisters Theodora is the matriarch of a family that has grown
apart. While she's finally managed to get them all together in South Carolina to celebrate Christmas, this is shaping up to
be nothing like the extravagant, homey holidays of her childhood. All they do is argue. What happened to the days when
Christmas meant tables groaning with home-cooked goodies, over-the-top decorations, and long chats in front of the fire
with Pearl, her grandmother's beloved housekeeper and closest confidante? Luckily for Theodora, a special someone who
heard her plea for help arrives, with pockets full of enough magic and common sense to make Theodora's Christmas the
love-filled miracle it's meant to be.

The Memory of Water
Married for 20 years to the Reverend Benjamin Lynch, a handsome, ambitious minister of the prestigious Methodist church,
Dean Lynch has never quite adjusted her temperament to the demands of the role of a Sunday wife. When her husband is
assigned to a larger and more demanding community in the Florida panhandle, Dean becomes fast friends with Augusta
Holderfield, a woman whose good looks and extravagant habits immediately entrance her. As their friendship evolves,
Augusta challenges Dean to break free from her traditional role as the preacher's wife. Just as Dean is questioning
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everything she has always valued, a tragedy occurs, providing the catalyst for change in ways she never could have
imagined.

Making Waves
At the age of seventeen, Lucille Odom finds herself in the middle of an unexpected domestic crisis. As she helps guide her
family through its discontent, Lucille discovers in herself a woman rich in wisdom, rich in humor, and rich in love.

The Love Season
Alice Reese knows that the cheerful sounds of her family eating breakfast mask a ten--year marriage falling apart. As Alice
and her husband, Will, struggle to understand--and perhaps recapture--the feelings that drew them together in the first
place, their interior lives are sensitively and convincingly explored.

Bulls Island
In this debut novel set on the stormy, sultry coastal region of South Carolina, a woman with an unfaithful husband, resentful
teenage daughter, and dark memories of the past embarks on a courageous search for the truth about her life. Reprint.

Return to Sullivans Island LP
Meet Linda Breland, single parent of two teenage daughters. The oldest child, Lindsey, who always held her younger sister
in check, is leaving for college soon. And Gracie is giving her nightmares. It's time for one last family holiday. Between the
married men, the cold New Jersey winters, her pinched wallet and her ex-husband who has married a beautiful, successful
woman ten years younger than she is-Linda has given up thinking of her own needs. But on this holiday, welcomed by her
generous and advice-dispensing sister Mimi, Linda slowly begins to discover a sweeter rhythm of life. And then there's Brad
Jackson, a former investment banker with a restaurant on Shem Creek. Like everyone else, Brad's got a story of his own,
but could it now involve Linda too?

Lowcountry Summer
Elizabeth "Betts" McGee loved those lazy afternoons on pristine Bulls Island in the Carolina Lowcountry. But everything
came crashing down when tragic fate—coupled with nasty rumor and innuendo—ended her engagement to Charleston
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golden boy J.D. Langley of the fabulously wealthy (and fabulously snooty) Langley clan. Betts left soon after, and she hasn't
been back in nearly twenty years. Successfully reinventing herself in New York City, Betts is now a top banking executive
and heading up the most important project of her career, but it'll transform the untouched island she loved in her youth into
something unrecognizable. And it's forcing her to return to the bosom of her estranged family, where she may not be
welcomed with open arms. Worse still, it's uniting her with ex-flame J.D., who's changed . . . but perhaps not enough. And
then there's that crazy alligator . . . This special edition includes an excerpt from Dorothea Benton Frank's upcoming novel
Lowcountry Summer.

All the Single Ladies
From New York Times bestselling author Mary Alice Monroe, the heartwarming first installment in the Lowcountry Summer
trilogy, a poignant series following three half-sisters and their grandmother. Three granddaughters. Three months. One
summer house. In this enchanting trilogy set on Sullivan’s Island, South Carolina, New York Times bestselling author Mary
Alice Monroe captures the complex relationships between Dora, Carson, and Harper, three half-sisters scattered across the
country—and a grandmother determined to help them rediscover their family bonds. For years, Carson Muir has drifted,
never really settling, certain only that a life without the ocean is a life half lived. Adrift and penniless in California, Carson is
the first to return to Sea Breeze, wondering where things went wrong…until the sea she loves brings her a minor miracle.
Her astonishing bond with a dolphin helps Carson renew her relationships with her sisters and face the haunting memories
of her ill-fated father. As the rhythms of the island open her heart, Carson begins to imagine the next steps toward her
future. In this heartwarming novel, three sisters discover the true treasures Sea Breeze offers as surprising truths are
revealed, mistakes forgiven, and precious connections made that will endure long beyond one summer.

Same Beach, Next Year
New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank takes readers on a rollicking ride in this Lowcountry tale about a
woman whose unconventional friends and family show her the real meaning of unconditional love. Anna Lutz Abbot
considers herself independent and happy—until one steamy summer when her collegiate daughter comes home a very
different person, her wild and wonderful ex-husband shows up on her doorstep, and her flamboyant new best friend takes
up with Anna’s father. And the already hot temperatures are cranked up another ten degrees by Anna’s own fling with
Arthur, who is, heaven help her, a Yankee. Now Anna must face the fact that she isn’t as in control of her life as she’d
thought. And she must find a way to deal with the whole truth—not just the comfortable parts.

Full of Grace
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“Frank…writes with genuine adoration for and authority on the South Carolina Lowcountry from which she sprang….[Her]
stuff is never escapist fluff—it’s the real deal.” —Atlanta Journal-Constitution Return to Tall Pines in the long-awaited sequel
to Dorothea Benton Frank’s beloved bestseller Plantation. Lowcountry Summer is the story of the changing anatomy of a
family after the loss of its matriarch, sparkling with the inimitable Dot Frank’s warmth and humor. The much-beloved New
York Times bestselling author follows the recent success of Return to Sullivans Island, Bulls Island, and Land of Mango
Sunsets with a tale rich in atmosphere and unforgettable scenes of Southern life, once again placing her at the dais,
alongside Anne Rivers Siddons, Sue Monk Kidd, Rebecca Wells, Pat Conroy, and other masters of contemporary Southern
fiction.

The Land of Mango Sunsets
New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank is back home in the Carolina lowcountry, spinning a tale that
brims with the warmth, charm, heart, and humor that has become her trademark. Porch Lights is a stirring, emotionally rich
multigenerational story—a poignant tale of life, love, and transformation—as a nurse, returning to Sullivans Island from the
Afghanistan War, finds her life has been irrevocably altered by tragedy…and now must rediscover love and purpose with
the help of her son and aging mother. An evocative visit to enchanting Sullivans Island with its unique pluff mud beaches,
palmetto trees, and colorful local lore—a novel filled with unforgettable characters, and enlivened by tales of the notorious
Blackbeard and his bloodthirsty pirate crew and eerie Edgar Allan Poe stories—Porch Lights stands tall among the very best
works of not only Dottie Frank, but Anne Rivers Siddons, Rebecca Wells, Pat Conroy, and other masters of the modern
Southern novel as well.
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